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Key TaKeaways

Fast Feedback Is a Natural Complement To Continuous Delivery
Building five-star mobile apps requires frequent releases, but it doesn’t matter how fast 
you release if you can’t capture and process customer feedback. Together, continuous 
delivery and feedback from performance management tools and analytics framework 
define the new app development and delivery cycle.

Focus On Collecting Three Types Of Mobile Measures
Focus on metrics that measure your app’s technical fitness, level of user engagement, and 
business results. Make the information you collect widely available, and present it in a 
format that’s appropriate for consumption by developers, business leaders, and other 
intelligent applications.

The Faster you Can act On Feedback, The Better
Feedback has a half-life. Its value degrades with time, so the faster you can act on 
it, the better. While it makes sense to start slow by using historical feedback to drive 
development and business decisions, in the long run you should collect real-time user 
feedback on local devices and use it to predict the next best action your app should take.
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why ReaD ThIs RepORT

As you begin to build and deploy mobile apps, you’ll quickly discover that your development teams need to 
deliver new versions and updates much faster: eight to 12 times a year or more. Mobile performance 
management provides an essential feedback loop to guide the content of your updates. By collecting 
historical, operational, and real-time data across technical, engagement, and business-aligned metrics, you 
can gather the information you need to analyze your app’s performance, gain insight into what’s working and 
what needs to be fixed, prioritize new features, and repair defects. This report details a number of valuable, 
commonly collected metrics and describes the tools and frameworks that can help you collect them.
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FIve-sTaR MOBIle apps RequIRe eFFeCTIve peRFORMaNCe MaNageMeNT

Mobile developers seem like they’re on top of the world right now: Mobile apps are opening up 
new frontiers in application design, placing experienced developers in high demand. The work is 
fun, too; it’s easier than ever to take a good idea, build it, and sell it directly to consumers via app 
stores. But talk to mobile developers over a few beers and you’ll find that the grass on their side of 
the fence isn’t necessarily any greener. In fact, they might just confess that they have very little idea 
what they’re doing a large part of the time! New devices, new form factors, and new interaction 
mechanisms like touch, push messaging, and SMS all present new design challenges — and a 
fair degree of chaos. As an industry, we’re still learning how to design for mobile, even as tablets, 
phablets, glasses, and smart watches are all queuing up for attention.

So what should one do when working in an environment with no established best development 
practices? One solution is to shift to a probe-sense-respond process: Probe the problem to discover 
how to design a useful app; sense the success or failure of your efforts via feedback loops; and 
then respond by fixing the things you’ve done wrong and amplifying the things you’ve done right.1 
When it comes to mobile app development, you need two important things to get this type of 
rapid feedback loop up and running: 1) An effective delivery process that gets changes and new 
capabilities into the hands of customers quickly and 2) a way to quickly assess the real-life impact 
of these changes (see Figure 1). Mobile performance management feeds back into the assessment 
step: Without an effective measurement capability, it really doesn’t matter how fast you can release — 
you’re still shooting into the darkness.

Previous Forrester research has already established the value of fast feedback when building five-star 
applications.2 Successful mobile development shops use testing tools, feedback management tools, 
performance management tools, and mobile analytic frameworks to collect critical performance 
data that allows them to assess their efforts. This report will take a deeper look at what these shops 
measure and how they measure it. We’ll also catalog some of the tools and techniques they use to 
close the feedback loop.
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Figure 1 Mobile “Flow” Depends On Continuous Delivery And Fast Feedback

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.92141
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effective Mobile Measurement Is personal, actionable, and In-Context

When putting a mobile measurement strategy in place, start with the end in mind: Your goal is a 
convenient, easy-to-use, well-regarded app that customers like and are quick to recommend with a 
five-star rating. If you’re building apps for employees or business partners, it’s tempting to write off 
convenience and ease of use — but resist that thought! It’s not only a “bring your own device” world 
now, it’s also a “bring your own app” world. If you don’t focus on convenience and ease of use for 
internal apps, you’re likely to find consumer-focused alternatives popping up anyway — especially 
for tasks like document storage and collaboration. You also don’t want your teams to develop bad 
design and coding habits. If you treat all of your constituents like customers, it’s easier to apply a 
consistent measurement strategy that’s organized around the following principles:

■ Focusing on measuring individual experiences. With mobile apps, the customer decides 
whether to install, use, and recommend an app. Focusing your measurement strategy on 
how individuals find, use, and rate apps will help you understand different usage patterns, 
including how customers buy, when they interact, and who they tell about their experiences. For 
employees, measuring individual experiences will tell you which employees are power users and 
which need assistance and encouragement adapting to a mobile-first world.
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■ Analyzing feedback in the right context. Metrics need to be available not only where they 
provide the most value, but also in a context that’s understandable. If you’ve introduced a new 
version of an app with a regression that causes crashes, you want to quickly alert developers and 
ops that something’s going wrong. But business stakeholders aren’t going to pore through log 
files; they prefer a dashboard that summarizes data like customer aging trends, bounce rates, 
and what customers are buying. Meanwhile, a self-managing application needs data in a terse, 
machine-readable format, so raw text or XML works just fine.

■ Gathering actionable data. You can measure a wide variety of things about your app. While the 
resulting data may be extensive, and some of it may be interesting, it often isn’t very actionable. 
For example, it’s pretty clear how data on app crashes can lead to a better user experience, but 
what use is collecting data about in-app purchase habits if you can’t use it to test purchase 
elasticity or change your product mix?

hOlIsTIC MOBIle MeasuReMeNT FOCuses ON ThRee Classes OF MeTRICs

In our conversations with leading mobile app developers and infrastructure providers, we’ve 
identified three major classes of mobile metrics that app developers should collect. In descending 
order of strategic importance, these are business metrics, engagement metrics, and technical metrics. 
We’ve compiled a list of business, engagement and technical measures that five-star application 
development shops collect and present those below. While you can always collect a more extensive 
set of performance data, these commonly used measurements will help you get started.

Business Metrics are hard To Measure But are Critical To long-Term success

While you might be able to get short-term R&D funding or discretionary budget to experiment with 
mobile apps this year, at some point your business peers are going to want you to tie the expense of 
building and maintaining an app to their goals. Here are some common business measures that you 
should gather to keep them satisfied:

■ Total revenue generated by the mobile channel. This measure rolls up all points of mobile 
revenue, including app sales, in-app purchase revenue, and revenue generated from ads placed 
in the app and viewed by users.

■ Average revenue per user. ARPU is calculated by dividing the total revenue by the number of 
app users. It’s helpful to establish a baseline value of an active customer over a period of a month 
or a year. A low ARPU might indicate an engagement problem — lots of customers, not much 
revenue — or indicate that there’s a significant opportunity to grow total revenue by offering a 
new value-added service and scaling it up to a large number of customers.
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■ How customers purchase inside the app. Analyzing in-app purchase data can offer a wealth 
of enrichment opportunities — just ask the team that built Candy Crush Saga.3 Mixing in 
app purchases with multivariate testing offers a powerful capability to assess customer price 
elasticity. Will an item that no one purchases when priced at $4.99 become a top-10 seller if it 
goes on sale for $0.99? Will platinum members book a weekend getaway if you target them with 
a time-sensitive SMS offer? More advanced shops can use conjoint analysis to assess the “part 
worth” of individual component offers.4

■ Which stores drive app downloads and revenue. Do you drive more revenue from iOS users 
downloading from the Apple App Store, or does the Android version of your app perform 
better? If Android users are a good chunk of your revenue, are they getting your app from 
Google Play, the Amazon App Store, or from another third-party store? Is it worth using the 
Samsung Apps store to target all of the Galaxy users out there? Unless you’re monitoring your 
channel results, you could be doing more work than you need to — or missing out on additional 
revenue streams.

■ Reduced time or cost per transaction. While revenue-oriented metrics are good for measuring 
top-line improvement, don’t ignore the bottom line! Measuring bottom-line improvement is 
particularly useful when measuring the performance of employee-facing applications and when 
there are significant differences in the cost of serving customers through different channels.

■ The effectiveness of ads served to customers. If you’re driving revenue by serving ads, it’s 
important to maximize your reach, targeting, and transaction initiation. The ad networks will 
measure your effectiveness for their advertising clients, so you should measure their return to 
you through effective cost per mile and click-through rates. Aligning ads with relevant content, 
localizing content, and tying ads to premium content are all commonly employed tactics used to 
boost ad effectiveness.

■ Benchmarking against other category apps. You should regularly compare your app with the 
best mobile apps in the same category. Analytics tools like Distimo App IQ and App Annie offer 
insight into the general performance of mobile apps and serve as a good starting point. Detailed 
teardowns of competitors’ apps are also a useful exercise.

In addition to the measurements detailed above, you should also consider additional key 
performance indicators that are uniquely tied to your business strategy. Examples include industry-
specific measures like reducing the number of patient readmissions for insurers or reducing the cost 
of point-of-sale upgrades in retail.
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engagement Metrics show how Different Customers use your app (Or Don’t)

It’s pretty common for marketing organizations to own the strategy for business-to-consumer 
mobile apps. In addition to business metrics, these organizations spend a considerable amount 
of time measuring the level of customer engagement. Why? Engagement metrics help measure 
increased product awareness, brand identification, and customer loyalty by providing feedback 
on how different groups of people use a mobile app and what can be done to match development 
resources to the best possible customer experience. Common engagement metrics include:

■ The customer’s initial app experience. Getting a customer to download your mobile app is a 
feat, but, according to mobile analytics provider Kontagent, it’s only the start of the engagement 
process. According to the firm’s data, about 10% of consumers that install an app actually use it 
on a regular basis. There are many reasons that a customer might abandon or delete your app, 
including poor performance or a confusing user interface.5 Engaging with beta users, carefully 
scripting and instrumenting first-time user scenarios, and monitoring the progression toward 
regular interaction are three best practices that five-star mobile developers use to get customers 
over the hump to regular engagement.

■ Customer retention. How long do customers continue to use your app? Look for time periods 
in which engagement drops off or points at which customers tend to uninstall your app. Mobile 
development teams will typically set a number of filters based on elapsed time (e.g., one week, 
30 days, 60 days). Once you set up these filters, monitor changes closely against historic data. 
Rolling retention displays the percentage of users still active N or more days after they first 
install and launch your application.

■ How an average user changes over time. Average users provide a good indication of how 
“sticky” your app is, especially if you’re seeing good ratios of daily average users (DAU). A 
monthly average user (MAU) metric is a good indicator of more casual app usage and is useful 
for apps designed to support infrequent tasks like travel planning and monthly online bill 
payments. Combining these metrics (DAU/MAU) can provide insight into flagging engagement; 
you might need to update features or launch a marketing campaign to breathe new life into your 
customer base.

■ The length of user sessions. It’s important to track how much time your customers actually 
spend using your app once they launch it. Do they use it to glance at information and then 
move on, or do they engage for minutes at a time? What usage patterns did you expect and how 
does actual use compare? Do they use it multiple times a day whenever they have downtime, 
or is their usage more intentional? Knowing how much time a customer or employee spends 
with your app can inform decisions like where to place advertising or notifications; it can even 
inform user experience design — like using larger text, and less of it, in glanceable apps.
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■ How your users differ from each other. Examining user behavior patterns can yield valuable 
insights to drive additional engagement and revenue. One technique recommended by mobile 
analytics provider Flurry is to compare your hard-core customers — those that use your app 25 
times more than normal — with your baseline population. Look for statistically common traits 
like geography, age, job class, or carrier. Over time, you’re likely to find a number of discrete 
cohorts like active users, new users, hard-core buyers, and so on. Use data mining techniques to 
understand the differences between user cohorts and predict movement triggers between them.

■ How and when customers buy. It’s important to track when and how customers actually 
buy — and, just as importantly, when they don’t. How often do customers look at a product 
or offer before actually buying? (A coupon might be enough to push them over the edge.) It’s 
also important to track influenced revenue: Does a customer look at a product on their mobile 
device and then consummate the purchase hours later on a laptop browser? Finally, how 
does time of day or location affect purchase behavior? Is it best to make mobile offers during 
commuting hours or geofence your brick-and-mortar stores to detect loyal customers as they 
come into range?

■ App ratings. While you can collect the above metrics at your discretion, it’s wise to keep in 
mind that apps in public stores will inevitably get customer ratings — good and bad. These 
ratings are an overt, but anecdotal, measure of customer engagement. Pay attention, but don’t 
overreact to a few bad comments. Look for patterns of positive and negative feedback and use 
them to influence decisions, backed up by the quantitative data you’ve already been gathering. 
Expect that your competitors will use this publicly available data to assess your strength in the 
mobile channel, even if you ignore it.

Technical Metrics provide Feedback On performance, platforms, and Crashes

It’s hard to engage customers and employees with a mobile app that doesn’t work properly on their 
device or is slow to respond when they use it. And with all the different types of devices out there, 
it’s impossible to adequately test all of the different combination of devices across carriers that you’ll 
face. Collecting technical metrics will allow you to zero in on problems in production and prioritize 
the worst offenders as part of a continuous improvement process. Here’s what to do:

■ Gather information on platforms, form factors, and devices. Collect data on what devices, 
operating systems, versions, and carriers your customer, employees, and partners use. It will 
help your development teams prioritize features and testing effort. For example, if 60% of your 
user base runs on iOS devices, then it might make sense to prioritize it in your testing effort. 
Detect form factors as well so you can make decisions about screen resolution based on your 
customers’ adoption of 3-inch to 4.5-inch smartphones, 5-inch to 6-inch phablets, and 7-inch to 
10-inch (and larger) tablets.
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■ Prioritize reporting on crashes and errors. Nothing kills an app’s rating like bugs and crashes. 
Collect information on where they happen, and how frequently. Examine your crash rates by 
device, operating system, and carrier to discover whether they are caused by a few specific bugs, 
a newly popular device that you didn’t test, or the unique configuration of a carrier network. 
Use breadcrumbs and transaction tracing to mark a trail through a user’s session — that way, 
you can see what they did before the error appeared.

■ Determine how responsive your app is. “Slow” app performance is another common source 
of poor user ratings in app stores, so make sure to measure stats like your app’s time to first 
action, average load times for key application flows, and the time it takes to complete purchases. 
Unusual patterns in your engagement metrics, such as unexpected exit points in your app 
or increasing bounce rates, may indicate a performance problem.6 Also, understand the 
difference between actual performance and the user’s perception of that performance; you may 
be able to manage the perception with background loading or data caching. It’s important to 
measure performance from endpoint to data store and in between to understand where your 
opportunities for improvement lie.

■ Monitor sessions to scale elastically and anticipate app usage. It’s important to track the 
number of unique user sessions in order to deliver a consistent level of performance without 
overdeploying infrastructure. Monitor how sessions ebb and flow on a daily, weekly, and 
monthly basis and how this relates to your anticipated audience. Combine session data with 
platform data to allow you predict capacity needs: Do you need more infrastructure running 
on weekends or evenings, or is that when usage drops off? Monitor sessions across mobile 
platforms, device types, carriers, and network connections (3G, LTE, Wi-Fi) to gain insight into 
how new features might be used.

■ Assess whether you’re a good steward of your user’s resources. Track how much memory and 
storage your app requires and measure the amount of battery and network bandwidth it 
consumes while it’s in use. Measure your resource consumption levels relative to the overall 
amounts available on the device and track these differences by region and user cohort. If your 
engagement measures make you confident that your app provides users with regular value, it’s 
OK to consume more device resources — as long as you play nice with other apps. Above all, 
manage your network data consumption as efficiently as possible. Don’t burn up your customer’s 
data plan — it’s the quickest way to get purged from a device. Storage is another area to watch out 
for, as you’ll become a target for deletion when space gets tight on 8 GB or 16 GB devices.

■ Collect data on the app’s current context. There are a multitude of uses for contextual data 
such as location, speed, temperature, and direction. Such data can also help you predict your 
infrastructure provisioning needs; for example, you might want to spin up more servers in an 
Amazon availability zone that’s close to a sudden surge of client sessions to optimize response 
time. And of course contextual data can influence real-time decision-making, like generating 
location-specific offers when a user crosses a geofence.
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Timing Is everything — late Metrics are useless Metrics

It’s also important to determine the information half-life of the feedback that you intend to collect. An 
individual point of data is most useful the instant it is collected; its value then tends to degrade over 
time. On the other hand, a stream of data points may still have value days or weeks after collection, as 
they will still indicate long-term trends in app performance and usage. Organizations that we’ve 
spoken with suggest that there are three major classifications you should use to guide your strategy:

■ Real-time feedback guides adaptive apps to the next best action. Real-time feedback offers the 
possibility to create breakthrough experiences that change the way business gets done. Consider 
Waze, which uses real-time feedback to alert “Wazers” to possible speed traps. Google Now uses 
real-time location data in concert with historical search data to suggest nearby locations that a 
Galaxy Nexus user might want to visit while traveling. Real-time feedback must be processed 
in seconds or subseconds, in keeping with the device user’s expectation of responsive app 
performance. Accordingly, it often makes sense to analyze and act on real-time feedback locally 
in an app to minimize the latency involved with off-device data processing.

■ Operational feedback warns of impending problems. Operational data indicates that some 
sort of problem is affecting the your app’s performance. Maybe a carrier just released a new 
device that causes your application to crash; maybe there’s an outage at your public cloud 
provider due to a lightning strike and you need to reroute your API load balancers to backup 
infrastructure. The value of operational data varies, but in general you should be thinking in 
terms of minutes, not hours. If there are 10 customers who are frustrated because their new 
devices don’t work with your app, it might not seem like a big deal — but if they go to an app 
store and give your app a one-star rating, things can snowball quickly.

■ Historical feedback guides business decisions and development sprints. Historical data can be 
classified as any feedback point that’s more than 24 hours old. Some metrics just aren’t that 
important to the ongoing operation of an application, because there’s really not that much you 
can do to change the data that’s being produced. For example, it takes time to see how 
introducing a new app feature affects customer retention, or if customer engagement is moving 
from smartphones to tablets. With historical data, second-order information, such as trends and 
rates of change, is often the most valuable. A historical data approach may also be required when 
it takes time to acquire, manipulate, aggregate, correlate, and visualize the data in question.

As you develop your mobile measurement strategy, we recommend an approach that starts by 
collecting technical data on a historic basis and then moves out to engagement and business metrics, 
while gradually pushing the information half-life down to operational and real-time levels (see 
Figure 2). This strategy will make it easy to get early wins, demonstrate the value that feedback 
provides to your decision-making process, and whet your developers’ and business sponsors’ 
appetites for more and better information.
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Figure 2 Start With Technical Data, Then Move To Business Data And Real-Time Collection

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.92141
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use Mobile Management Tools and analytic services To aid your effort

There is an ever-expanding list of ISVs, frameworks, and services available for mobile measurement 
(see Figure 3). The sheer number and variety of choices at your disposal can be a bit overwhelming, 
but the options generally break down into the following types of solutions:

■ Testing tools forecast how apps will work. While you won’t get good business or engagement 
metrics until your app goes into production, you can still use mobile testing tools to perform 
basic diagnostics and collect technical metrics. Make sure that you test your apps on different 
devices and different carriers, or that you have a solution that can effectively virtualize different 
carrier network configurations. Examples of quality management solutions include Keynote 
Systems DeviceAnywhere, Perfecto Mobile MobileCloud, and Shunra NV.

■ Feedback management tools collect and manage beta user feedback. Professional ISVs have 
long used beta testing as a way to get prerelease feedback on new versions of apps. Mobile 
feedback management tools help manage this process by allowing development teams to set up 
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small groups of users, distribute applications, collect feedback, and collect technical analytics, 
including crash reports and sessions. Examples of feedback management solutions include 
App47, HockeyApp, and TestFlight.

■ Application performance management tools measure operational health. As you shift 
your mobile apps into production, you’ll want to begin collecting technical and operational 
metrics across all tiers of your engagement architecture.7 Existing application performance 
management (APM) tools can help, but dedicated mobile APM tools will add a layer of insight, 
especially when it comes to collecting device-specific technical measurements. Examples of 
mobile performance monitoring tools include Compuware APM, Crittercism, HP Real User 
Monitoring, and New Relic Mobile Application Monitoring.

■ Mobile analytics solutions collect device, engagement, and app store data. Many specialized 
mobile analytics vendors collect a wide range of engagement, financial, performance, technical, 
and on-device metrics for mobile apps.8 The key difference with these tools is that they are 
targeted at nondevelopers. Measurement data is packaged and organized at a higher level than 
APM tools or testing tools and delivered with prepackaged reports and dashboards. Many 
mobile analytics solutions are delivered as cloud-based services and are designed to just drop 
into existing mobile apps. Examples include Adobe Analytics, Apsalar In-App Analytics, 
Artisan Optimize, Bango Analytic, Capptain Analytics, ClickTale, Crittercism, Distimo App 
Analytics and AppIQ, Flurry Analytics, Foresee Google Universal Analytics, IBM Tealeaf CX 
Mobile, Localytics, Medio Measure, and Webtrends Mobile Measurement.
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Figure 3 Vendor Landscape: Mobile Management Tools And Analytic Services

Source: Forrester Research, Inc.92141
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R e c o m m e n d at i o n s

MeTRICs MaTTeR — pRIORITIze FasT FeeDBaCK

Mobile development forces you to increase your release cadence to satisfy the demands of your 
business sponsors and customers. Pair faster delivery with quick feedback to get measurable value 
out of the apps you build. To do that:

■ Instrument apps early to get to regular feedback ASAP. Many analytics frameworks are 
simple to add; a few lines of code imports them into your app and you’ll get a set of basic 
technical and engagement metrics that you can then build on with each successive app release.

■ “ARM” your mobile teams to measure advanced behavior. When it comes to engagement, 
focus on measuring customer acquisition, customer retention, and the monetization of your 
most actively engaged customers. If you can’t show business value by improving each of 
these measures, then you may need to rethink the entire premise of your mobile app.

■ Create guardrails that monitor your app’s operation. Aggregate operational metrics, app 
ratings, and defects into real-time dashboards that developers and executives alike can 
view easily. Consider implementing big “information radiators” viewable by all when you 
walk into the team’s development space. By setting operational bounds and transparently 
measuring against them, you’ll get immediate notification of events and put developers and 
operations pros into a mode where they’re proactively watching for early signs of distress 
and actively working the backlog of feedback.

■ Track second-order metrics and measure improvement over time. It’s good to know how 
many crashes you have, but it’s better to see that number getting smaller. It’s also good to 
see DAU and MAU going up, as they’re a good predictor of better days to come. Make sure 
to track the long-term trends in your metrics and use them to plan investments in future 
features, advertising, and staffing.

■ Reconcile mobile metrics with data from other devices. As users work across an 
increasing number of devices, cross-device journeys are inevitable. Understanding when, 
why, and how customers put down one device and pick up another is key to building an 
omnichannel modern app strategy. Seek to employ the concept of a unique user who 
you can track across devices, even if that means gathering registration information from 
customers or business users.
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W h at  i t  m e a n s

DevelOpeRs NeeD TO IMpROve TheIR MOBIle MeasuReMeNT savvy

Many application development professionals have little to no skills in collecting real-time and 
operational metrics; that’s usually been the province of infrastructure and operations pros. But such 
thinking is both antiquated and dangerous. As requirements elicitation shifts from long textual 
requirements documents and lengthy analysis phases into a feedback-driven, probe-sense-respond 
way of working, analytics and multivariate tests become critical concepts that developers need to 
master. Experiment with analytic frameworks to open developers’ eyes to the value of feedback; in 
the process, you’ll set the stage for faster releases and better results.

suppleMeNTal MaTeRIal

Companies Interviewed For This Report

Adobe

Apsalar

Artisan Mobile

Bango.net

Capptain

ClickTale

Crittercism

Distimo

EPAM Systems

Flurry

HP

IBM

Kontagent

Localytics

Medio

New Relic

Perfecto Mobile

Shunra Software

Webtrends

eNDNOTes
1 For more information about the value of a probe, sense and respond approach to complex problem 

resolution, we suggest learning about the Cynefin framework. Source: The Cognitive Edge (http://cognitive-
edge.com/library/more/video/introduction-to-the-cynefin-framework/).

2 Differentiating your app from the hundreds of thousands of others on the market requires rethinking many 
of the development processes use in previous applications. See the November 7, 2012, “Build Five-Star 
Mobile Apps” report.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES71281
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES71281
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3 While you don’t have to buy any in-store purchases to complete the Candy Crush Saga, many players do — 
to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars every day. Source: Stuart Dredge, “Candy Crush Saga: ‘70% 
Of The People On The Last Level Haven’t Paid Anything’,” The Guardian, September 10, 2013 (http://www.
theguardian.com/technology/appsblog/2013/sep/10/candy-crush-saga-king-interview).

4 Part-worth analysis, also known as conjoint analysis, is often used to measure preferences for product 
features in order to learn how changes to price affect demand for products or service. While it’s most often 
done before introducing a product with user surveys, it can also be done in production through dynamic 
pricing.

5 Crashes and a confusing user experience are frequently cited as factors for app uninstalls. Source: uTest, 
“Five Reasons Users Uninstall Apps,” VentureBeat, June 3, 2013 (http://venturebeat.com/2013/06/03/five-
reasons-users-uninstall-mobile-apps/).

6 Your bounce rate is the percentage of visits that go only one page before exiting your app or mobile website. 
Source: Google Analytics Support (https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1009409?hl=en).

7 Forrester has developed a four-tier reference architecture for mobile app engagement. See the October 18, 
2013, “Mobile Needs A Four-Tier Engagement Platform” report.

8 Mobile analytics are underutilized and often not well-sourced. Forrester has designed a guide to help you 
shop for the best mobile analytics solution for your organization. See the August 20, 2013, “Forrester’s 
Shopping Guide To Mobile Analytics Vendors” report.

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES100161
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES99541
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES99541
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